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rose plastic

Packaging for
Industrial
Components

THE PERFECT PACKAGING FOR
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
No matter whether you want to pack sensitive electronic
components, valves or complex measuring instruments —
at rose plastic you’re guaranteed to find the ideal protective and logistical packaging solutions for every product.

Industrial Components, perfectly packaged

From the pioneers of
protective packaging
High quality technical components and plastic packaging
from rose plastic — a winning combination. Our packaging
solutions don’t just protect your products during transport
and storage — they also stand out, thanks to easy handling
and innovative designs.

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING PIONEERS
rose plastic is renowned throughout the world
as a pioneer in protective packaging. Numerous
industry firsts and over 65 years of experience
have made us the world’s best-selling packaging
brand for cutting tools. But also manufacturers of

With a portfolio of over 4,000 different plastic packaging
solutions, we’ve been the world’s number one provider of

industrial components and other industries appreciate our uncompromising quality, precision and
reliability.

packaging for high-quality cutting tools, industrial components and spare parts for decades. Our packaging tubes,
boxes and cases ensure optimum product protection against
damage, moisture, dust and oil.

Tubes
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Boxes

Cases

Cassettes

Transport &
Storage Systems

+15000
4000
500
800
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CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE

PRODUCTS IN OUR RANGE

MILLION PRODUCTS PER YEAR

EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE

LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE
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Service, protection and special requests

Eyecatcher.

12 convincing reasons to
choose rose plastic
There are many good reasons why manufacturers of industrial components
around the globe choose our plastic packaging solutions.
Here is why:
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NO COMPROMISES WHEN IT COMES TO QUALITY
High-quality technical products need perfect protection. That‘s
why all our protective packaging is designed to ensure the highest
possible stability and strength, rather than the lowest price. We
know that inadequate product protection will ultimately prove to
be the most expensive solution for you.

DECADES OF EXPERIENCE
AS PIONEERS IN PROTECTIVE PACKAGING
We’ve been in business for over 65 years. Today, we’re regarded
as proven specialists in the development and manufacturing of
plastic packaging. Our packaging solutions have repeatedly set
new standards in terms of quality, design and functionality.

LOCATIONS ALL OVER THE WORLD
With locations all around the globe, we are always close at hand.
Which means you can obtain identical plastic packaging anywhere
in the world with consistent high quality.

FULL-SPECTRUM SERVICE
We provide everything you need from a single source: personalized
advice, innovative development, design and construction of precision
tools, high-quality finishing via printing or engraving, packaging and
reliable shipping to almost every country on Earth, and much more
besides.

MAXIMUM PROTECTION FOR YOUR
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Our robust packaging absorbs shocks and effectively protects the
contents against moisture, dust and oil, thereby ensuring your
technical products reach your customers in perfect condition.

PROTECT. PRESENT. PROMOTE.
The right packaging not only protects your products, but also puts
them in the spotlight. Our attractive packaging solutions let you
highlight the value of your products — and differentiate them from
the competition.
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EASY HANDLING THANKS TO EXCEPTIONAL
ERGONOMICS
We put a lot of time, thought and energy into our packaging. But
we hope you won’t notice this. Seriously, we want the exemplary
ergonomics of our packaging to make handling it anything but a
memorable experience — quite simply effortless.

VAST RANGE OF PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
More than 4,000 different types of packaging in assorted materials,
colors, dimensions and lengths can be found on our website, as well
as assorted inserts, adapters and accessories.

CUSTOMIZED PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
Despite our huge product range, what if none of our packaging solutions quite fits? If required, we’ll simply work with you to develop
a customized packaging solution for your product. Our designers,
engineers and project managers will ensure that the result is a wellconceived and an affordable solution.

PERSONALIZED ADVICE FROM EXPERIENCED
PACKAGING SPECIALISTS
We want you to be completely satisfied. That‘s why our customer
service staff will go to great lengths to provide you with competent
and personalized advice. Together, we’ll find the optimal packaging
solution for your technical products.

FINISHING VIA PRINT OR ENGRAVING
At our in-house print shop we can add high-impact promotional
prints to your plastic packaging, such as your company logo, slogan
or important product information. Alternatively, we also offer laser
engraving to keep your product on brand.

FOR US, SPECIAL REQUESTS ARE STANDARD PRACTICE
Each technical product is different. Which is why we also cater for
special requirements, for example via our VCI protective packaging
with integrated corrosion protection, or with our ESD packaging that
prevents electronic components from being damaged by electrostatic discharges.
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Our packaging for laser nozzles

Fusion at its
finest
‘Fusion’ the process or result of joining two or more things together
to form a single entity. Laser nozzles are an essential component

Extra
efficiency.
Extra
safety.

that demands high quality results and, in turn, require high quality
packaging.
Our range of practical packaging options are available for both single
and multiple pieces. So, if you are looking to pack multiple nozzles,
our FivePack is the perfect solution. With its multi-chamber design,
consisting of five detachable units, it allows you the freedom to
decide on the package quantity. If you prefer, UniBox and TwistPack
are the perfect solution for individual pieces and available in a large
range of sizes. Whatever your preference we can fuse
your product to the right packaging.

UNIBOX
Secure hold through press
closure and hinged lid

FIVEPACK
Practical set packaging
with individual detachable
chambers

TWISTPACK
Well proven tube with
twist lock and anti-roll
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protection
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Square.
Practical.
Secure.

Our packaging for E-components

For all-round
protection
The production of electronic components is complex and expensive,
making it all the more important that sensitive components reach
the customer undamaged. This means that the packaging must fit
perfectly, like a tailor-made-suit.
But what if an unwanted electrostatic discharge occurs? Even low
voltages are enough to partially destroy electronic components. With
our special ESD protective packaging, made of conductive material,
you can prevent charges and rapid discharging processes.
This protects your electronic components.

QUADROPACK
Square tube with infinitely

ESDPACKAGING

variable ratchet length
adjustment

Effective protection
against electrostatic
discharges

SCREWPACK
With practical
screw closure
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Our packaging for measuring and control devices

When inner value requires
high value protection
Absolute accuracy is expected from measuring and control devices. So it
is essential that your products are fully protected from damage during
the production and transportation process. Utilising our engineered
shock, impact and dirt resistant packaging will allow all components to
remain intact and protected, thus reducing damage.

TEST PLUG GAUGES
QuadroPack or BlockPack
from rose plastic offer
optimum protection

So, from now on, levelling instruments, test gauges, thermometers and
hydrometers are fully protected in their packaging until their next use.
Looking to pack and protect mechanical, electronic instruments, regulators, control systems and IT equipment? We have the prefect packaging
solution.

PACKAGING TUBE
FOAM
Even long products are
Ensures a secure hold

reliably protected

in the packaging
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Our packaging for bearings

No more chaotic
warehousing
The user demands maximum functionality and load capacity from
high quality mechanical components, such as rollers, needles, gears,
shafts and bearings. All are susceptible to external influences such
as impacts, moisture, contamination and corrosion, resulting in
reduced service life, damages and waste. Preventing such damages
is essential. So, with over 4,000 protective packaging products, rose
plastic has the solution.

SET-PACKAGING
Ideally suited to
accommodate
multiple bearings

Our designers have worked hard in creating a package that is perfect
for the transportation and long term storage of sensitive products,
while been sustainable and reusable offering benefits to the environment and your wallet.

ABOVE STANDARD
Let’s develop your
own packaging
solution together

NEED A RIDE?
Customer specific
logistical storage
solution
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Our packaging for welding accessories

Ultimate
protection
In search of the perfect weld? It is essential to use the best technology and equipment available. That’s why, when selecting the right
packaging from rose plastic, you will receive the ultimate in product
protection.

PROVEN STANDARD
The reliable TwistPack is

With a multitude of packaging options we are able to offer not only
welding electrodes, electrode holders or gas torch packaging, but

ideally suited for welding
electrodes

also storage and protection for welding cables, welding mirrors and
accessories. Choose from around 4,000 different standard products,
or why not implement your own ideas with us?

CUSTOM WORK
Practical protection according
to customer requirements

HOLDING FORCE
Secure hold, even for
long contents
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Our packaging for spindles

To create order
from chaos
Everywhere you look, there are cardboard cartons, wooden crates,
bubble wrap and packaging chips. As we all know, space has always
been in short supply within the logistics department. That is why at
rose plastic we can bring order to your chaos with the added bonus
of reducing your assembly labour cost, eliminating damages and
improving efficiency.

WITH A VIEW
For clarity, our packaging
is also available in trans-

Our boxes and tubes are ideally suited for the safe transportation

parent

and shipping throughout the many stages of the manufacturing
process. If you are looking for the perfect solution when it comes
to the protection of spindles, gears and components, then look
no further than our comprehensive range of sealable,
reusable and recyclable protective packaging.

SUSTAINABLE
Not for single use: all our
packaging is reusable

WAREHOUSE
PROFESSIONAL
When designing our
packaging, we always
pay attention to
optimal shelf life
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Our packaging for valves

From steering systems
to ship’s engines
There is barely a technical product for which we do not offer an
appropriate packaging solution. From delicate valves for camshaft
controls to value plugs weighing several kilo’s for ship engines,
rose plastic has a solution.
But from time to time that little something extra special is required.
So, when that time arrives, why not let us develop a tailor-made
packaging innovation together?

SECRET OF
SUCCESS
Stand out from the
competition: With our
innovative packaging
solutions

PLUGPACK
Secure plug closure
with anti-roll protection

HOW ABOUT
COLOR?
Choose from 21 standard
colors or send us your
desired color
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Our packaging for gears

For shiny,
gleaming teeth
So you have made your gears and now you need to give them
the protection they deserve. During the numerous stages
of production, transportation internal and external for heat
treatment and coating, damage to sensitive teeth need to be
avoided at all cost. No matter whether you are dealing with
gears, spur, elliptical, bevel, crown or worm gears, rose plastic
has the perfect protective packaging solution.
Looking to remove the process of greasing, oiling or waxing?
Look no further, as our packaging can be equipped with an
active substance against corrosion. In the closed position the
protective additive forms a defensive layer around the gears,
which provides years of protection against rust and corrosion.

VCI-PACKAGING
If required, our packaging
also protects against
corrosion

BLOCK PACK
Impresses with innovative
TwistLock closure technology

STORAGE
ADVANTAGE
UniBox reduces space
with its stackable
design
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WORLDWIDE

Production locations

Subsidiaries

Sales partners

GERMANY

UNITED KINGDOM

JAPAN

rose plastic AG

rose plastic UK Ltd.

Honda Plus Co.Ltd.

Rupolzer Straße 53

Unit 4, Bessemer Way, Bessemer

23-2 Kawaji Yato

88138 Hergensweiler/Lindau

Business Park, Rotherham, S60 1EN

Shinshiro Pref. Aichi 441-13

Tel. +49 83 88 9200-0

Tel. +44 1709 7217 94

Tel. +81 5362 31351

info@rose-plastic.de

info@rose-plastic.co.uk

info.jp@rose-plastic.com

USA

FRANCE

POLAND

rose plastic USA, L.L.L.P.

rose plastic France S.A.R.L.

Leniar International Sp. z o.o. Sp.K.

P.O. Box 698

Parc d'Activités du Rotey

Ul.Szlak 67

California, PA 15419-0698

73460 Notre Dame des Millières

31-153 Kraków

Tel. +1 724 938 8530

Tel. +33 479 3848 01

Tel. +48 12 6331 670

info@rose-plastic.us

info@rose-plastic.fr

info.pl@rose-plastic.com

CHINA

SPAIN

TURKEY

Wherever you are, we are close by

rose plastic (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

rose plastic Iberia, S.L.U.

Tureks Endüstriyel Ürünler

P.A.E. Ibarrabarri, Pab. 15B

Pazarlama Ve Dış Ticaret A.Ş.

At home all over
the world

Donghui Road No. 101, Zhoushi Town,
Kunshan, Jiangsu Province

48940 Leioa (Vizcaya)

1471 Sokak No. 7 K:5 D:13

Tel. +86 512 5766 7700

Tel. + 34 94 480 66 61

Kenet Sitesi

info@rose-plastic.cn

info@rose-plastic.es

35220 Alsancak – Izmir
Tel. +90 232 464 5220

With around 800 employees at 10 locations around the
world, we are also near to our customers.
For short distances, reliable logistics, and sustainable

BRAZIL

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

rose plastic Brasil

rose plastic Korea Co., Ltd.

Embalagens Plásticas Ltda.

Bucheon Techno Park 402-B01, B02,

Av. Garabed Gananiam 514, Jardim Topázio

Pyung-Cheon Ro 655, Won-mi-gu,

business practices. We supply companies all over the

OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE

world from our locations in Europe, Asia, North America

CEP 18087-340 Sorocaba SP

Bucheon City, Gyung-gi-do, ROK 14502

An overview of our entire product range

Tel. +55 15 3238 1900

Tel. +82 32 324-8332

info@rose-plastic.com.br

info@rose-plastic.kr

INDIA

ITALY

rose plastic India Pvt. Ltd.

rose plastic Italia S.r.l.

Pargaon, Khandala, Satara - 412802

Viale De Gasperi 103

Maharashtra – India

20017 Rho (MI)

Tel. +91 21 6929 9151

Tel. +39 02 9390 9450

info@rose-plastic.in

info@rose-plastic.it

and South America.

with around 4,000 different packaging

Thanks to our production capacity and efficient logistics,

www.rose-plastic.com

we can naturally supply our customers quickly and reliably
with smaller quantities. However, we can also process
large-volume orders on time with high process and
product quality.
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solutions can be found on our website at

info.tr@rose-plastic.com

You can view our general catalog (PDF)
directly via the following QR code:
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